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Intelligent Design states that the evidence seen in creation supports the
theory of an intelligent creator and directly opposes the evolutionary
view of random chaos.
Evidence of Intelligent Design – A combination of a recognizable
pattern and illogical association.
Earth Anthropic Principles – Principles that uniquely prepare the Earth
to sustain life.
Genesis – Book of Beginnings.
Day one - Water, light, darkness. Day and Night, evening and morning.
Gen 1:2-5
Day two - Firmament - heavens – Gen 1:6-8
Day three - Dry land is called earth, gathering of waters - seas. Seed
bearing grass, herbs and fruit trees are grouped in ‘kinds’ and able to
reproduce. Gen 1: 9-12, Job 38:1-30.
God separated the water from the land.
Ps 95:3-5 For the LORD is the great God, And the great King above all
gods. In His hand are the deep places of the earth; the heights of the
hills are His also. The sea is His, for He made it; And His hands formed
the dry land.
Earth facts: The surface of the Earth is 196,940,400 square miles
• 57,280,000 square miles of land
• 139,660,400 square miles of water
• 71% of the earth is covered with water
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Key Relationships
Moon and clean water
Sun distance, temp and carbon molecule strength
Earth’s surface and gravity
Seasonal variations, Earth tilt and disease

Water is intelligently designed and irreducibly complex.
1. Makes up 80% of all living things
2. People cannot live more than a week without it
3. Solid form is lighter than liquid form
4. Freezes from the top down.
5. Regulates the world’s climate
6. Liquid water is found nowhere in the universe
7. Percentage of water on the planet is similar to the percentage of
water in the human body
Water cycle is designed. Ocean, evaporation, clouds, winds, rain and
snow. Isa 55:8-11
Soil you can eat:
1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________
Plants are intelligently designed - Ps 104:14 He causes the grass to
grow for the cattle, and vegetation for the service of man, that he may
bring forth food from the earth…
Photosynthesis
6CO2 + 12H2O + Sunlight -----> C6H12O6 + 6O2 + 6H2O
• Plants need CO2; animals exhale CO2
• Plants give off O2; animals need O2
• Plants need N2; animals excrete N2 in the form of waste
Water travels up through plants__________________________
__________________________________________________________
Seeds and “kinds” _________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Vegetables: ___________________________________
Fruits: _______________________________________
Herbs: _______________________________________
Thorns: ______________________________________
• Make plants difficult to handle.
• Symbol of sin and the curse Gen 3:18
• Compared to fools
2 Sam 23:6-7
• Good for the fuel thus burned.Eccl 7:6

